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Neumann boundary value problems are obtained as a function of boundary data 
and of the parameters involved with the nonlinear term. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with multiple solutions of the nonlinear boundary value 
problem 
-u” =f(x, 24) 
u’(0) = U,) u’(71) = 62. 
(1) 
It is assumed that f: [0, rc] x R + R is a continuous jumping nonlinearity 
with nonnegative asymptotic limits. More specifically, 
where cc and p are nonnegative parameters, and the above limits are 
uniform in x. The goal is to describe how the number of solutions of 
problem (1) depends on the four parameters: ~1, /?, c,, and oz. The results 
that will be presented here differ from those obtained by various authors 
who were mainly concerned with forcing the equation with large positive 
functions and keeping the boundary conditions homogeneous, e.g., [ 1, 2, 4, 
7, 8, 9, 121, to mention just a few references; more can be found in the 
bibliography. One difference is that at most three solutions are possible for 
the piecewise linear problem 
-d’=au- +pu+ 
u’(0) = Ul) u’(7c) = u*. 
(2) 
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regardless of how many eigenvalues lie between c( and /I. In fact, for the 
right parameter values this problem exhibits a cusp catastrophe or bifurca- 
tion. Another difference is that the problem always has a solution, 
providing one keeps away from certain degenerate parameter situations. 
These degenerate parameter cases occur when the parameter pair (a, fl) is 
in the so called FuEik spectrum of (1). Even when this happens, and under 
some additional restrictions on both (a, p) and data CJ~, a*, problem (1) 
can still have a solution.’ 
Although the FuEik spectrum for the Neumann and Dirichlet problems 
are different there is a connection in that the region determined by the 
Dirichlet spectrum for which the problem 
-d=au- +pu+ 
40) = al, u(n) = a2 
has multiple solutions corresponds to subregions for which the Neumann 
problem (2) can have multiple solutions and vice versa. 
2. SHOOTING MAPS 
The approach taken here follows ideas initiated by the author for the 
Dirichlet problem in [3] and basically goes as follows: First analyze 
problem (1) at infinity through the use of certain rather simple shooting 
functions and then regard it as a nonlinear perturbation of the piecewise 
linear problem (2)2 
-d=aup +jh+ 
u’(O) = ar, u’(n) = a2. 
Problem (1) becomes accessible by means of continuation arguments 
involving the Leray-Schauder degree. 
First (2) is reduced down to a few important cases: since -(s-) = 
(-s)+ and -(s+) = (-s)- then u solves (2) with u’(0) >O (u’(0) < 0) if 
and only if w = --u solves the same problem with a and p interchanged and 
with w’(0) ~0 (w’(0) >O). So it is sufficient to consider the two cases 
u’(0) >O and u’(0) =O. Moreover, since the nonlinear term au- + flu+ 
is positive homogeneous then one can scale any solution u of (2) with 
u’(0) > 0 by a positive scalar down (or up) to a solution w with w’(0) = 1. 
’ A similar situation holds in the Dirichlet setting, see [3]. 
2Here S+ :=max{O,s} and .V :=min{O,s}. 
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Consequently, one need only look at two problems 
and 
-u’~=au +/?u+ 
u’(0) = 1, u’(?-c) = d 
-u”=au’ +@+ 
u’(0) = 0, u’(7r) = 0. 
(3) 
(4) 
The shooting procedure is perhaps most easily understood by writing the 
differential equation as a first order system 
li=v 
zj= -aup -/ju+ 
(5) 
and then following trajectories in the phase plane. If a and /I are positive 
then the phase portrait consists of periodic orbits about the origin tracing 
out pieces of ellipses in the right and left half of the phase plane. Figure 1 
shows the orbit passing through the point [y] with the upper part 
parameterized, for computational purposes, in the following way, 
FIG. 1. Part of the phase plane portrait for the system (5) 
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Using Fig. 1 it is easy to determine the so-called Fuc’ik spectrum, Y, of 
the problem. This spectrum is defined to be the collection of parameter 
pairs, (a, /I), for which the homogeneous problem 
-d’=au +pu+ 
u’(0) = 0, u’(n) = 0 
has a nontrivial solution, A brief inspection of the 
that (7) can have nontrivial solutions if and only if 
(7) 
phase portrait shows 
for some k E N. Hence, 
This family of hyperbolas divides the positive quadrant of the a/3-plane into 
components 
i I 11 12 R(k) := (4 PI k+l<-$+z<i I 
indexed by kE (0, 1, 2, . ..} (Fig. 2). 
A shooting map a: (-rc/2, n/2) + R can now be defined by 
where c is defined by (6). Through scaling it follows that 
!tanO ([ I) 1 v 7Ln; c c---v 71’ UO 1 cos 8 [ [ 11 ’ V@ 
and, hence, the shooting map can be defined by 
96-&p IT; u0 ( c I) . V0 
The range of this map is precisely the set of a-values for which problem (3) 
is solvable. 
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FIG. 2. The FuGk spectrum 9 for the Neumann problem. The dotted hyperbolas belong 
to the FuEik spectrm for the Dirichlet problem. 
This shooting map is easier to work with if the parameter 8 is removed 
from the initial condition. This is done in the following way. Denote by 
r(O) the time it takes a point to move from [y] to [“/,i,Sr “1 along the 
trajectory in Fig. 1. The shooting map (8) can be then be written as 
Moreover, since all solutions of (5) have period n/& + rc/fi then 
for any integer n. The shooting maps are now divided into classes 
according to the regions, R(k), containing the parameters a and /I. If (a, /I) 
belongs to the even region R(2k) then define for 0 E ( - 742, n/2) 
0de) := & v(~+~(e)-~(~+~);[~]). (9) 
505/95/l-6 
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and if (a, fl) belongs to the odd region R(2k + 1) define 
a,!f+1(@ :=&j u(?r+@-W+l)(-$+-$);GI)- (10) 
The qualitative features of these maps on some well-defined subregions 
of the components R(2k) and R(2k + 1). For example, it will be shown that 
each of the above maps is surjective; that is problem (3) has a solution 
for each 0 E [w whenever (CI, /?) lies in any region R(2k) or R(2k + 1). 
Moreover, if (a, /?) E R(2k) with k/h + (k + 1)/a > 1 then aZk: 
(-71/2,7c/2) + R turns out to be a homeomorphism, and so problem (3) 
will always be uniquely solvable. On the other hand, the case (CI, b) E R(2k) 
with k/,,& + (k + l)/fi < 1 leads to a cusp catastrophe to be described in 
more detail later. 
3. ANALYSIS OF THE SHIFTING MAPS 
From the phase plane equations (5), the time r(0), 0 < 8 < 77/2, it takes 
to move along the trajectory in Fig. 1 from [y] to [sit:if] can be 
computed by 
z(e) = y- tx l,‘“““i” 0 Jlhu2 _ 5. 
Similarly, if -n/2 < 8 < 0, then a point moves from [y] to [“‘“,ii$] in time 
e/h. Hence, 
5T 
r(O)= e 
I- 
-;<e<o 
A 
ace-+ 
In particular, the time it takes to move through the second quadrant, from 
[ ~ ‘iA] to [y], and then on through the first quadrant, from [y] to 
[“PI, is x/2 & and 742 fi, respectively (see Fig. 1). 
3.1. The Parameter Region R(2k) 
Suppose now that (01, fl) E R(2k). Define the time T,, : [ - 42,7c/2] -+ Iw 
by 
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Note that T,, is continuous, strictly increasing, and differentiable xcept 
at 0 = 0, where the derivative inherits a jump from the derivative of z. The 
shooting map (9) now takes the form 
Since (c(, /3) E R(2k) then the time estimate 
holds. From this inequality one obtains the two estimates 
and 
which imply that u ( Tzk( - 7c/2); [y] ) > 0 and a( Tzk(?‘c/2); [ y] ) < 0. 
Consequently, 
a2k(e) + 
+oO as 8+ -742 
--co as 0 + 742. 
This shows that 62k maps the parameter interval ( -n/2, 742) onto R, i.e., 
that problem (3) has a solution for each G E R. 
Things will, in fact, be made more precise. In certain parameter situa- 
tions the shooting map is strictly monotone, so solutions are always unique 
and in other situations the map behaves qualitatively like a cubic. 
To see this behavior, differentiate the shooting map 
o, (e) = c(T2k(@; [?I) Tide) + dT2d~); [?I) sin 0 
2k 
cos2(6) 
and define 
g,*(s):=i(T,k(e);[~]) T;,(B)COS8+U(T,,(II);[~])SinH. (11) 
The numerator g2k then carries the sign of the & and the zeros of g,, 
correspond to critical points of the shooting map gZk. gZk has a jump 
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discontinuity at 8 =0 due to the jump in Tkk at 8 =O, however, this will 
turn out to be of no consequence since the sign of g,, will not change with 
the jump at 6’= 0, i.e., the computations 
g k(O-)=W~dO); C’il, 
2 
4 
and g2k(0+) = i(T,k(O)i cn 
JB 
show this. Another important detail will be the sign of g,, at the endpoints 
of the interval [ -rc/2,42]; since it has already been argued that 
~(T~~(--71/2); [:I)>0 and u(Tlk(7c/2); [:I)<0 then in this situation 
and 
The qualitative features of (TZk need to be analyzed case by case. It turns 
out that there are three transition times that are important: T= 0, 
T= 42 a, and T= n/fi. At each of these times a component of the 
solution 
[I]( .i[Y])T 
on the orbit of (5) (cf. Fig. 1) is changing sign. Since T2k : [ - 7c/2, n/2] + [w 
is strictly increasing then there correspond to each of these times three 
parameter values &, 8i, and 82, satisfying T2k(60) = 0, Tzk(er) = 742 ,/a, 
and T2k(e2) = X/fi.3 
The transition situation is summarized in Table I and leads to a case 
TABLE I 
Transition Times 
Parameter Range of TZk Sign of solution at time T,,(e,) 
3 It could be that OO and t12 lie outside of the interval (-n/2, 742). But this again turns out 
to be a detail of no consequence-if it happens just set OO = -n/2 and/or O2 = n/2. 
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study of the map g*k, the cases are determined by the three parameters 8,, 
8,, and O2 and the (a, 6) parameter values that give rise to them. 
The cases are listed below: 
CaseI. e2 < O-k/& + (k + 1)/a < 1 and(k+i)/JId; + 
(k + 4)/d > 1. 
Case II. 8, < 0 d ti2 0 k/& + (k + &/‘$ < 1, (k + &b. + 
(k+$)/,&>l, andkl&+(k+l)/&>l. 
Case III. 0, < 0 ,< 8, okI& + k/&j < 1 and kl& + (k + f)/J’j 3 1. 
The case 8, > 0 can be ruled out; i.e., if 0 < 19~ then rc - k(n/,,& + n/J@ 
< 0. But, since (a, p) E R(2k) then k(n/& + n/a) < n. 
3.1.1. The Case B0 < 0. The arguments for the first case, t12 < 0, are 
given here in some detail, then the results are summarized in a table, with 
comments in the text. The other situations follow similarly (after suitable 
modifications, of course) and so, to spare the reader the details, they will 
just be summarized. 
The shooting map, 02k, will turn out to be strictly monotone on sub- 
intervals of [ -7c/2, 71123 determined by the transition parameters &,, 8,) 
and 8,. So at this stage the sign of g,,, and hence a;,, is what needs to be 
determined. 
(i) If -7c/2<0<4, h t en -7’d2 4 < TZk(@) < TZk(@d, 4TZk(@); 
t-:1)<@ u(Tx(@); [:I)>% and Tik(0) = l/&. Using the system (5) 
After differentiating 
(ii) If 0, < 0 < 8, then 0 < T2k(@) < 7Q A, 4TZk(@); [?I) > 0, 
u( TX(O); [:I) > 0, and T;,JO) = l/G. So 
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Hence. 
g;k(%) = l-- ( ~)+,,,%,;[;])cos@ 
So g;,(e) < 0 if tx < /I and gLk(%) > 0 if pl> /I. 
(iii) If 8, <O<%, then 742 fi< TJ%)< n/&j, u(Tzk(%); [y])>O, 
v( Tzk(%); [y] ) < 0, and T &( %) = l/A. Consequently, 
And so 
gij,(%)= l-- ( ~)+,,,,;[;])cos%. 
So g;,J%) is positive if CI < j? and negative if CI > 0. 
(iv) If %,<%<O then n/ficT&%)~T~~(O) so u(TZk(%);[y])<O, 
v(T~~(%)[$)<O, and T;,(e)= l/,/k From (5) and (11) 
As in case (i), g;,J%) G 0. 
(v) If O<%<n/2 then Z/&C T2k(0)< TZk(0)c~/fi+~/2 &, 
u( TZk(%); [y) < 0, u( TZk(%); [:I) < 0, and Tik(%) = l/d. In this case, 
And so 
So g&J%) is negative if a < /I and positive if a > /I. 
Table II summarizes the above computations4 with the analysis of the 
information contained in it starting in the next paragraph. 
4 One should note that the conditions o2 < 0 and (a, b) E R(2k) require that a c 8. 
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TABLE II 
o,<o 
0 Behavior of g,, 
-+o, Constant 
o,<fl<o, Strictly decreasing when a < /3, strictly increasing when a > p. 
and constant when a = p 
8, < 0 < 0, Strictly increasing when a </I, strictly decreasing when c( >/I, 
and constant when a = /I 
O,<%<O Constant 
o<o<; Strictly decreasing when a <j, strictly increasing when a z j, 
and constant when a = p 
Since g,,( -z/2) and gzk(rr/2) are both negative then the information 
in Table II implies that g,, vanishes in the interval [--n/2, 7c/2], i.e., 
62k has a critical point in (-n/2, 7c/2), if and only if g,,(0,) > 0. But, 
g,,(B,) = -sin 19~ > 0 since, in this case, t3* < 0. Thus, rszk has exactly two 
critical points, say $, and $*, in the open interval ( -n/2, 7c/2). The critical 
point $I belongs to the subinterval (0,) 19,) and ijz is somewhere in the 
interval (0, n/2). 
Since a;,(e) is positive for $ 1 < 0 < ti2 and negative otherwise then one 
may conclude that the shooting equation 
TABLE III 
Parameter Region R(2k) 
Transition time Parameter subregion Behavior of u2/r 
Cusplike 
Not possible for (a, 8) E R(2k) 
Homeomorphism 
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has unique solutions if rr < crZk($r) or if e > CJ~,JI,Q~), has exactly two solu- 
tions if cr = racy or if 0 = oZk(eZ), and exactly three solutions otherwise, 
i.e., if r~~J$r) < cr < Q*~(~C/~). Also to be noted is that since 8, < $, < e2 and 
0~ $2 < 7c/2 then the two local extrema for ~~~ are negative, i.e., 
fJ2k(lC/1) < flx(ti2) < 0. 
In the remaining cases, 0r < 0 < 9, and f3r > 0, one finds the arguments 
to be similar to those above and in each case that g2,,J0) < 0 for all 
0 E (-x/2,42). Thus, the shooting map cr2k is always strictly decreasing 
and so a homeomorphism of (-n/2,742) onto R. The results of this 
subsection are summarized in Table III. 
3.2. The Paremeter Region R(2k + 1) 
If the parameter pair (c(, /?) lies in an odd region, R(2k + 1 ), then set 
T 2k+,(e):=71+Z(e)-(k+i) 
(7 a-) 
’ +L . 
M 
The map T2, + 1 is continuous but inherits from the time r the jump at 0 = 0 
in its derivative, everywhere else it is smooth in 8. The following time 
estimate 
implies the following estimates on T2k+ 1 at the endpoints of the interval 
[-n/2,71/2]: 
and 
The estimates (12) above show that 
The odd region shooting map (10) can now be written as 
02k+de)=& u ( T2k+1(e); [!I). 
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so a2k+l: ( - 742, 742) + R, is continuous, piecewise smooth and, evidently, 
a2k+ I(e) + ,” 
as 9 -+ -n/2 
as 8 + 42. 
As before, this shows the shooting map aZk + , to be surjective. A case by 
case analysis will once again be used to determined the behavior of this 
map in certain parameter situations. To this end differentiate it to obtain 
dk+de)= 
ti(T2k+l(e); [?l)rik+l(e)cos e+“(T2k+l(e)i [?l)sin e 
~0~2 e 
and then look at the numerator 
Here the transition parameters 19~, 19~) and O2 are determined by the 
conditions: &k + , (0,)=--x/& the time at which u(T2k+1(0);[(f]) 
changes from positive to negative; TZk + i(6,) = - 71/2 4, the time at which 
v( T,, + i(O); [:I) changes from negative to positive; and T,, + ,(e,) = 0, the 
time at which u( Tzk + 1 (6); Co]) changes from negative to positive. 
The arguments from here on are similar to those already seen for the 
case (a, fi) E R(2k) and as such are omitted. Table IV lists the qualitative 
behavior for the shooting map aqk + i for (a, B) E R(2k + 1). 
From this Table IV observe that 62k+ i is a homeomorphism unless the 
parameter pair (a, /I) satisfies the inequalities 
k+$+k+f<l - - 
&JiT 
and %+T>l. 
TABLE IV 
Parameter Region R(2k + 1) 
Transition time Parameter subregion 
e,Go Not possible for (a, j?) E R(2k + 1) 
Behavior of (rzk + , 
e,do<e, Homeomorphism 
Homeomorphism 
Cusplike 
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In this situation here are two points, $i E ( -rr/2,0) and ij2 E (e,, e,), such 
that OZk+ I increases up from - cc at 8 = -7c/2 to the local maximum 
$k + , (11, i ) and then decreases down to the local minimum (T2k + , (ti2) and 
then increases up to + CC at 8 = 7t/2, i.e., the shooting equation 
has exactly One Solution if C < (r2k + i( $2) Or if I? > (r2k + I($ i ), exactly tW0 
solutions 0=02k+i($i) or if c‘=o2k+i (e2), and exactly three solutions if 
3.3. (a, fl) in the FuEik Spectrum g 
It is natural to ask about the behavior of the shooting map when the 
parameter pair (a, /I) belongs to the FuEik spectrum, 9, or equivalently, 
the boundary of the regions R(2k) and R(2k + 1). One case can be 
dispensed with quickly, i.e., the case when k(rcJ& + xi,,/& = rr. This is a 
periodic situation, i.e., rr is equal to the period of any solution of (5) and 
so one concludes that (T2k = 1 and that 02k+, = 1. Since the curves of the 
FuEik spectrum are symmetric with respect o the diagonal a = /I, it follows 
that problem (3) and the related problem with u’(0) = - 1 are solvable if 
and only if Q = 1 and (T = - 1, respectively, in which case there are infinitely 
many solutions (if one shoots with slope u’(0) = &- 1 and with u(0) arbitrary 
one always ends up at u’(O) = + 1). It is interesting that this sort of 
degeneracy does not occur when (a, /I) is on any of the remaining curves 
in the FuEik spectrum. That is, the curves that are defined by the 
relationship 
(k+;)(-$+-jz)=n. 
To analyze the solution structure of problem (3) (and the related problem 
with u’(0) = - 1, i.e., with a and fl interchanged), one should be able to 
choose either of the maps gjk or elk + I ; in fact the two maps should agree 
in this special parameter situation. That they do is an easy consequence of 
the observation 
T,,(e)=r(e)+f(>+-j=) and 
T 2k+l~e)=r(e)-~(~+-$ 
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and so 
Now to analyze the behavior of these maps at the boundary of the 
interval [ -n/2, 7c/2], 
lim o,,(8) = lim v(Tx(W; [:I, H- -42 o- -n/2 cos 8 
= lim -/MT2/AQ; C?lW&, = _ 1 H + ~ n/2 -sin e J CI 
and, similarly, 
lim (r2,J8) = - $Jj. 
ll- n/2 
By letting g,, denote the numerator of & one argues that cr2& is strictly 
monotone if c1 </I or if CI > /3 which, in turn, shows that problem (3) (and 
the problem with u’(0) = - 1) are uniquely solvable if and only if cr lies 
between the two values - m and -a. 
As a remark, it is interesting to note that when ~1= p = (2k + 1)’ then 
c2k z - 1. So in this case problem (3) is solvable if and only if CJ = - 1. This 
result, of course, can be obtained via an application of the Fredholm 
alternative since, in this case, problem (3) will be linear. 
3.4. Shooting with Zero Slope: u’(O) = 0 
The case u’(0) =0 coincides with starting a solution of system (5) at 
either the point [ l/p] or the other extreme [ --‘id] and it is a fairly easy 
case to analyze. First, if the point (CI, /?) belongs to the region R(2k) then 
the estimate 
shows that 
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and that 
On the other hand, if (~1, /I) belongs to the region R(2k + 1) then the 
estimate 
shows that 
and that 
+;[ -‘o”“l)=v(x-k(s+%);[ -l;A])<O. 
These estimates provide the basis of the following 
LEMMA 1. Zf (CC, fl)E R(2k) u R(2k + 1) then the problem (4) 
-d’=ctu +pu+ 
u’(0) = 0, u’(n) = CT 
is uniquely solvable for each CT E R. 
Proof. Fix (CI, /I) E R(2k). If 0 = 0 the lemma follows from the definition 
of the region R(2k), i.e., it is the complement of the FuEik spectrum. So 
assume that (T > 0 and set 
Since v(7r; [ ~ li&]) > 0 then ti solves problem (4) with 
On the other hand all solutions look like ti, that is, if q3 is a solution such 
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that 4’(O) = 0 and b’(n) = 0 > 0 then (a, p) E R(2k) implies that 4(O) < 0. 
Consider then the solution 
u(t) ._ L 1 4(t) u(t) .- -& d’(t) . [ 1 
Since [ $jI] = [ - ‘id’] then, by uniqueness, 
for all time t. So 
and, at time t = z, 
Therefore. 
d(t) = CJ 
u(t; rr’P1, vt 
u(7c; [ -‘;A])’ . 
The arguments for G < 0 and (tl, /?) E R( 2k + 1) go similarly. 1 
4. THE PROBLEM AT INFINITY 
There are two subregions in R(2k) and two subregions in R(2k + 1) for 
which problem (2) 
-d’=au- +pu+ 
u’(0) = 01) u’(n) = (72. 
exhibits a cusp bifurcation (with respect to the boundary parameters cr, 
and 02). These subregions are 
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in region R(2k) and, 
in region R(2k+ 1). If (c(, /I) is any other point of R(2k)u R(2k+ 1) then 
the problem (2) is uniquely solvable for any pair (a,, a2) of boundary data. 
The cusp mentioned above is made precise in the following 
THEOREM 2. If c1 and p satisfy inequality (I) 
k k+l 
rfi 
<l<k+;+k+$ -- 
&a 
then there are two numbers, Lzi, and C,+,, , with C,$, < Cz,, < 0 and such 
that problem (2) has exactly two solutions when a1 = CA,,, a1, with a, > 0, or 
a2=Z+ a,, max with a1 >O, exactly three solutions when C&, a, < a2 < 
c z,, aI with a, > 0, and a unique solution for any other choice of a, and az. 
See Fig. 3 for a picture of this region. 
unique solutions unique solutions 
unique solutions 
FIG. 3. The cusp bifurcation when (a, 8) E R(2k) satisfies the inequality (I). 
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ProoJ: Let a and /l be two numbers satisfying inequality (I) (this puts 
the pair (CC, p) in the region R(2k). Set Zzi,, := r~&$,) and C,+,, := azk(ti2), 
where $i and tiz are the two critical points of ozk described at the end of 
Section 3.1.1. Evidently then Zzi, < C,+,, < 0 and the number of solutions 
of (2) above, for C, > 0, corresponds to the number of solutions of the 
problem 
-d’=au- +pu+ 
u’(0) = 1, u’(71) = 02/o,. 
From the shooting map gZk the number of solutions of this problem is just 
az;‘{a,/o, ). Table III and the discussion at the end of Section 3.1.1 then 
gives the proof of the theorem when pi > 0. 
Now suppose that g1 < 0. In this case the number of solutions of 
problem (2) is the same as the number of solutions of the problem 
-w”=&- +&+ 
w’(0) = 1, w’(n) = 02/c, 2 
where a” = fl and fl= ~1. Note then that h and B satisfy the inequality 
k+l k k+; k++ - __ 
~+~~l~Ji+J 
and this puts them in a parameter subregion of R(2k) for which the map 
czk is a homeomorphism (again, see Table III and hence problem (2) is 
uniquely solvable when crl -=z 0. 
Finally, the problem 
-d=au- +pu+ 
u’(0) = 0, u’(n) = cJ* 
has unique solutions from the analysis of the previous section. 1 
COROLLARY 3. rf a and /? satisfy inequality (II) 
k+l I k ,l<w+k+t -- 
&JB JLh 
then there are two numbers, Z;, and C;,,, with 0 < Czi, < C,+,, and such 
that problem (2) has exactly two solutions when o2 = Z;, IS,, with a1 < 0, or 
O2 = c,+i” 61 9 with CT~ <0, exactly three solutions when Cii, o, > a2 > 
C;,, 6, with o, < 0, and a unique solution for any other choice of 6, and g2. 
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Proof: The number of solutions to this problem is the same as the 
number of solutions to the problem 
-w”=fiw- +jJw+ 
w’(0) = i?,, w’(n) = 8’2, 
(13) 
where &=/I, p=a, C,= -cl, and Cz= -(TV. Since 
k+- k+l <l<k+;+k+t - - 
*fl &fl 
then apply Theorem 2 to problem (13). Note that Cii, = -C,&, and that 
zmin= -z-. 1 ml”. 
In the same manner, the subregions of R(2k+ 1) determined by the two 
inequalities (I’) and (II’) have the following theorem and corollary. They 
are stated without proof. 
THEOREM 4. Zf a and j? satisfy inequality (II’) 
k+i+k+;<l<k+k+l -- 
&d - Ax@ 
then there are two numbers, C,+, and Zz,,, with ZL, < ZL,, < 0 and such 
that problem (2) has exactly two solutions when o2 = L’& o!, with u, > 0, or 
02=.X+ max o,, with a, >O, exactly three solutions when Cz, o, <a2 < 
c z,, o, with o, > 0, and a unique solution for any other choice of o1 and 02. 
COROLLARY 5. Zf a and /I satisfy inequality (I’) 
k+;+k+&<k+l I k -- 
&A j’;J’B 
then there are two numbers, Z$, and C;,,, with 0 < CG~,, < C;,, and such 
that problem (2) has exactly two solutions when o2 = C&, crl, with o1 < 0, or 
02 = c,,, 01, with o1 ~0, exactly three solutions when C,, D, > o2 > 
C;,, o1 with oI < 0, and a unique solution for any other choice of o1 and oz. 
Of course, if (a, p) belongs to a region R(k) but not in one of the sub- 
regions (I), (II), (I’), or (II’) listed above then the shooting maps are 
homeomorphisms and so we have 
THEOREM 6. If a and fl are both positive and are not found on the FuEik 
spectrum 9 or in one of the subregions (I), (II), (I’), or (II”) above then 
problem (2) is uniquely solvable for each pair of boundary values o1 and 02. 
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Remark. An interesting observation is that the subregions (I), (II), (I’), 
and (II’), together comprise regions in the positive quadrant of the 
c&plane isolated by the FuEik spectrum of the Dirichlet problem in which 
the Dirichlet problem, with nontrivial boundary data and zero forcing, has 
multiple solutions: either zero, one, or two and it is only these regions for 
which the piecewise linear Dirichlet problem has multiple solutions (cf. 
[3]). Another observation that should be made is that if the pair (a, p) 
belongs to either of these regions then the open interval of real numbers 
between tx and /l always contains at least one eigenvalue. 
5. THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
One difficulty in relating results of the previous sections to the nonlinear 
problem (1) 
- un =f(x, 24) 
u’(0) = a,, ~‘(71) =a2. 
(14) 
is that the Neumann operator, u H -U” (together with the boundary 
conditions u’(0) = u’(x) = 0) is not invertible. This difficulty is, in this case, 
easy to deal with, one needs only to shzyt he operator’s spectrum. That is, 
problem (14) is equivalent to 
Lu =7(x, 24) 
u’(O) = ai, ~‘(71) =a*, 
where Lu := --u” + u and f(x, U) :=f(x, U) + U. The spectrum of the 
operator L (together with Neumann boundary conditions u’(0) = u’(rc) = 0) 
is just {n’ + 11 n E IV } and so L: C2[0, rc] + C[O, 7c] is a continuously 
invertible operator. An important point to note is that the new nonlinear 
term 7 is not really new at all, in the sense that it is still a jumping 
nonlinearity. That is, 
as s-+--cc 
as s-co, 
where the limits hold uniformly in x. So 7 interacts with the spectrum of L 
in the same way as f does in the original problem. Note that the problem 
-d’=cIu- +/!?u’ 
u’(0) = a,, u’(7c) = a2 
505/95/l-7 
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is equivalent to 
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Lu=(cr+l)U~+(p+l)u+ 
u”(0) = 0’1) u’(7c) = 02 
and, after inverting, this becomes a problem of finding solutions (fixed 
points) in C[O, rc] of the equation 
where K := L-’ and h,,~ C*[O, rc] satisfies Lh12 =O, hiJO) = cI, 
hi2(r) = 02, i.e., 
Since the inclusion C*[O, rr] 4 C[O, K] is compact then the inverse K of L 
can be regarded as a compact operator on the Banach space C[O, tr]. 
5.1. The Index of the Trivial Solution 
If a and /I are both positive and do not belong to the FuEik spectrum 9, 
then problem (2) has only the trivial solution. Thus, if B,(y) denotes the 
ball of radius t > 0 in C[O, rc] ceptered at y, then 
@did-KC(a+ I)(.)- + (B+ l)(.)‘l, B,(O), 0) 
is independent of r > 0. Set 
ind(O;a, /?)=deg(id-K[(a+ l)(.)- +(/I+ l)(s)‘], B,(O),O). 
The integer ind(O; a, j?) will be called the index of the trivial solution and 
is defined for any positive pair (a, /I) not lying on the FuEik spectrum. 
Moreover, the estimate 
IlK[(a+ l)u- + (p+ l)u+] - K[(a+ 1)~~ + (p+ l)u+l(l.z 
d IIKII (la-al + IP-fllb, 24 EB,(O) 
shows the index, ind(O; ., .), to be a continuous function of (a, 8) and 
hence constant on the components R(k), k =O, 1,2, . . . . It follows that if 
(a, /I) E R(k) then, ind(O; a, /I) = ind(O; 1, A) for any I with k* < 2 c (k + l)*. 
This index can be computed since id - (A + l)K is linear, 
ind(O; I, A) = deg(id - (A + l)K, B,(O), 0) = (- l)k. 
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In the theorem that follows it is assumed that j [0, z] x R -+ R! is a 
continuous with the following limits holding uniform in x, 
as u-+-co 
as u-+cc. 
and C$, and C,+,, are as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that the parameter pair (a, fl) E LR: 19. Then 
problem ( 1) 
-UN =f(x, u) 
u’(0) = al) u’(7c) = a.2 
always has at least one solution. Additionally, if a and fl satisfy the inequality 
k k+l 
$‘fi 
<I<k+f+k+f -- 
&JB 
and $a,>0 andZ,+ina1<a2<Cm+ax a, then there is a positive number T, 
such that the problem 
-u” =f(x, u) 
u’(0) = ta,, u’(n) = ta2 
has at least three solutions if t > T,. 
Proof: The hypotheses on f allow it to be written as f(x, s) = 
as - + fls + + v(x, s), where 
4x7 s) -0 
S 
as JsI -+ co, 
the limit being uniform in x. Consequently, to each E > 0 there is a positive 
number M such that Iv(x, s)I <E IsI + M, SE R. 
For t > 0 define 
fl(x,s):=(a+l)s-+(/?+l)s++F 
then solvability of (1) when the parameter pair (a, /I) avoids the FuEik 
spectrum 9 basically follows from the next estimate. 
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Fix E>O ad r>O. Choose M>O such that Jv(x, s)l <(E/T llK\l) Is( + A4 
for s E R then, letting I/. (I c denote the usual supremum norm on C[O, rc], 
a+++ Il~,,llc), 2.4 E B,(O). 
The estimate shows that the map UH K[(cr+ 1)~~ +(j+ l)u+] can be 
approximated uniformly on bounded subsets of C[O, z] by the map 
u H Kft( ., U) + hlz/t for t sufftciently large. For such t it follows that 
deg 
( 
id - Kf, - %, B,(O), 0 = ind(O; c(, /I) = &- 1, 
and, hence, that the equation 
u-Kf,(., u)=%, u E cco, nl, 
has at least one solution for sufficiently large t. If u denotes one of these 
solutions then w := tu evidently is a solution of problem (14). 
Now suppose that c1 and p satisfy the inequality 
k k+l 
TJii 
<l<k+$+k+; -- 
A Ja’ 
This puts the pair (a, fl) in the cusp subregion of R(2k) of problem (3). Let 
h, E C2[0, rr] satisfy the conditions Lh, = 0, hi(O) = 1, and h&(z) = 0. Then 
the boundary value problem (3) is equivalent to the equation 
u-K[(cr+l)~~+(p+l)~+]=h,, 24 EC[O, 71-J (15) 
In a previous theorem (Theorem 2) it was shown that, for any Ed R, 
this equation has at least one solution and at most three; it is the number 
solutions to the shooting equation a,,(0) = 6. In particular, for any (r the 
solutions of (15) are isolated and so one can define the index of these 
solutions in the same way as the index of the trivial solution was defined. 
More specifically, let ug denote the soution of (15) when g = a,,J0) and 
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us(O) = tan 8/c, where c= & if 0 <O and c= fi if 8>0. Since ue is 
isolated then, for Y > 0 sufliciently small, its index is defined by 
ind(u,; ~1, P) :=deg(id-K[(a+ l)(.)V + (/3+ l)(.)+] -h02k(0j, B,(u,), 0). 
For each G E [w then there is a rrr > 0 such that the ball B,,(O) contains 
all solutions of (15) (there are at most three of them), in fact, such a ball 
contains all solutions of (15) with CJ replaced with ta, 0 d t < 1. 
Consequently, 
=deg(id-K[(cr+l)(.)-+(/3+1)(.)+-J-h,,B,(O),O) 
=deg(id-K[(tx+l)(.)-+(~+l)(.)f]-th,,B,G(0),O), O<r<l 
= deg(id - K[(cr + l)( .)- + (j3 + l)( .)+I, Brn(0), 0) 
= ind(O; ~1, p) 
= ( - 1 )Zk, 
where the sum on the left contains at most three terms. Recall that $, and 
$2 are the two critical points of tsZk that were used in the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Claim. ind(u,, M, /I) is constant on each of the intervals -n/2 < &’ < tji, 
IC/,<BX$~, and $,<0<142. 
To see this claim first choose & and 8+ such that [B-, Q+] c 
(-z/2, $i). The shooting map ozk then is strictly decreasing on this sub- 
interval. If 8- d 8 d 13+ then the solutions ue satisfy us(O) = (l/J%) tan 0 
(since ijl < 0) and are apriori bounded in C[O, rr] by max{ l/G cos 8-, 
l/d cos 8 ~ } (cf. Fig. 2), i.e., 
II ~11 c G max 
i 
1 1 
&cos e-‘&Los e- I ’ 
Choose r > 0 so that ue E B,(O) for each 6 E [@, 8 + ] and define the open 
set 
0 :=(ueC[O, +(o)<y}, 
Now if azk(8+)60dazk(6-) then Eq. (15) has a unique solution in 0 
given by ue, where 8 is the unique point in the subinterval [0 -, 8+ ] such 
that a,,(e) = g. Any other solution, w, of (15) has the property that 
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40) > (l/&l tan ICI I and hence w $8. The following integer is then 
independent of t for 0 d t < 1 
deg(id-K[(a+l)(.))+(P+l)(.)+] 
- (1 - tVozn(8-) - tk,(o+), B,(O) r-l (“, 0). 
At t = 0 this integer is given by ind(z+‘; c(, /I) and at t = 1 by ind(u,+ ; E, j?). 
Thus 
ind(+ ; c(, /3) = ind(u,+ ; ~1, fl) 
and this proves the claim for the subinterval ( - 42, + I ). The arguments for 
the subintervals (til, ti2) and (11/*, 7r/2) g o similarly which proves the claim. 
There will be a need to compute the value of these indices and the index 
of the trivial solution plays a key role here. First choose B,, > -n/2 but 
close enough to - 7c/2 to insure that a,,(&,) > C,+,,. Problem (3) 
with (r = ozk(O,,) then has a unique solution, uoO, and from the index 
relationship (16) 
Thus, for -n/2 < 8 < I++, , ind(u,; ~1, /I) = 1. A similar argument shows that 
ind(u,; c(, j?) = 1 when 11/2 <6’~ 71/2. Now if Z&, CC < JCL,, then problem 
(3) has three solutions u@,, u8*, and Q,, where -~/2-a~h, 
1cI,4<*2T and $* < 8, < 71/2..Apply the index relationship (16) once 
more to obtain 
ind(u,,; ct /?) = ind(O; a, /I) - ind(u,,; a, /?) - ind(u,,; a, p) = - 1, 
and hence that, ind(u,; 01,fl) = - 1 for tj, < f3 < ti2. 
Now suppose that, in problem (2), c‘I > 0 and L’,+, o1 <(TV < C,+,, cl. 
Set co = (TJG~ then CLi,, < go < CL,, and so there are exactly three points 
f31,Bz, and e3 such that a,,(8,)=a,. Furthermore, -7r/2<0,<rj1, 
*,+h and ti2 < 0, < 742. Now let B,(u,,) be a ball that isolates u,, 
from the other two solutions. Applying the index computation above to z+, 
and using the approximation properties of the family of mapsf, shows that 
1 = ind(u,, ; a, p) 
=deg(id-KC(a+l)(.)-+(B+l)(.)+l-h,,,B,(u,,),O) 
= deg(id - K.ft,,, -h,, B,(Q,), 0) 
for all t sufficiently large. So there is a T1 > 0 such that if t > TI then the 
equation 
u - &7-,,,,( .Tu) = k, 
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has a solution, u,, in Br(~Oo), i.e., 
(a+l)u,+(p+f)U:+ 4.9 tfJ,u,) to 1 = h,,. 1 
Set W, := ta,u,. Then 
Lw, =f( ., WI) 
w\(O) = to,, w{(n) = to*, 
i.e., wr is a solution of problem (14). 
Similarly, one obtains solutions w2 and w3 having the desired properties 
from the nondegenerate solutions u02 and ug3 of the piecewise linear 
problem (3). This completes the proof of the theorem. a 
The ideas in the proof of this theorem are easily modified to enable 
one to get the following parallel results in other parameter subregions. The 
are stated here without proof. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that CI and fi satisfy the inequality 
k+l k k++ k+; -- 
,+y’&+Jii 
and that C& and Z;,, are as in Corollary 3 then if o, < 0 and 
Z;, o, > o2 > .Z;,, o1 then there is a positive number T, such that 
-u” =f(x, u) 
u’(0) = ffJ,) u’(7r) = ta, 
has at least three solutions if t > T,. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that GI and b satisfy the inequality 
k+++k+$<l<k+k+l - - 
&a &JB 
and that Z&, and Cz,, are as in Theorem 4 then if o1 P= 0 and L,+, o1 < 
02 < ~27, o, then there is a positive number T,, such that 
-u” =f(x, u) 
u’(0) = to,, u’(n) = to, 
has at least three solutions if t > T,. 
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THEOREM 10. Suppose that LX and fi satisfy the inequality 
k+;+k++<l<k+l I k - - 
&a &JB 
and that .Z,I$, and Z;,, are as in Corollary 5 then if o, < 0 and 
Z,I& o, > o2 > EC,,, o1 then there is a positive number To such that 
-MU =f(x, u) 
u’(O) = t,, 7 u’(7-c) = to, 
has at least three solutions if t > T,. 
5.2. A Singular Case 
Recall, from Section 3, that when the point (a, p) satisfied the equation 
the shooting maps (rzk and (rzk+ I were identical and turned out to be 
injective (but not surjective). In fact, in this degenerate parameter 
situation the open interval (-rc/2, n/2) is mapped, by the shooting map, 
homeomorphically onto the open interval ( - &&., - m) when a < j? or 
(-&?ii-&@) h w en a > p. In these situations the following theorem 
holds. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that 
k+f+k+f 1 
& -z= ’ azp 
witha</?.Ifo,>Oandif- J@~,<G,< -mo,thentheproblem(l) 
-u” =f(x, u) 
u’(0) = al) u’(7c) = CT* 
has a solution. Similarly, if a > /I, 0, < 0, and - m a1 < a2 < - a a, 
then problem (1) has a solution. 
Proof The proof is for the case a < 8. So fix (aO, /IO) with a0 < PO and 
(k + $)/&+ (k + $)/A= 1. Let a1 be positive and a2 be such that 
- JE&a1<a2< - m a1 then the shooting map aZk+ 1 (or azk) 
shows that problem (2) has a unique solution say, uO. Now suppose 
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that (a”, fl) is a point in the component R(2k + 1). Then, since rsZk+, : 
( -rc/2, n/2) + [w is a homeomorphism, the problem 
u”=du- +pz4+ 
u’(0) = (71, u’( ?I) = cJ2 
(17) 
has a unique solution say, ZQ. 
Claim. If (E, 8) s (Q, /IO) then ujia Cco’x’ + uo. 
Assuming the claim for the moment then there is a radius r > 0 such that 
URGE B,(u,) for all (a, fl) in R(2k + 1) sutliciently close to (ao, /IO). The 
solution u. then inherits the index of the solutions u,~, i.e., 
-l=deg(id-K[(E+l)(.))+(fl+l)(.)+]-h,,,B,(u,)),O) 
=deg(id-K[(cr+l)(.))+(fl+l)(.)+]-h,,,B,(u,),O) 
= ind(u,; or, /I). 
Since the index of this solution is nonzero, one can use approximation 
arguments as in Theorem 2 to show that problem (1) has a solution. 
It remains only to prove the claim. First note that the shooting map 
02k+l is homeomorphism onto [w when (a, 8) belongs to the region 
R(2k + 1) and that it is injective (but not onto) when (a, /?) is on the 
boundary (k + f)/& + (k + i)/& = 1, i.e., when (a, /I) E 9. To emphasize 
its dependence on the parameters CI and /3 here they will be included as 
arguments. Recall that 
i 
& if 8<0 
c= JB if l3 > 0. 
Since solutions of the system (5) depend continuously on the parameters a
and /? then it follows that (52k+ 1 is continuous with respect to these 
parameters. 
Assume that (I?, 8) belongs to region R(2k + 1). Let O,,E (-rc/2,71/2) 
denote the unique point such that cZk+ i(oo; ao, /lo) = (TJG,. Let E>O be 
small, since aZk + i is always strictly increasing in 6 and continuous in a and 
P then O2k + l(eo + 6 6 B) > 02/a, and 02k + I(eo - E; &PI < c2b1 for (6, ?I 
in R(2k + 1) sufficiently close to (a,, PO). So for each (5, fl) E R(2k + 1) 
close to (ao, /IO) there is a unique point e(&, p) E (0, -E, B. + E) such that 
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czk + i(e(Z, p)) = G~/cJ~. In particular then, (&, 8) in a small neighborhood of 
(Q, PO) implies that 0(Z, 8) is bounded and it follows that solutions of 
problem (17) are bounded in this neighborhood of (a,,, PO) (see Fig. 1). 
Now if the claim were false then there must be an E > 0, and a sequence 
(kn /L,, n = 1,2,3, ..., of parameters from R(2k + 1 ), and a corresponding 
bounded sequence of solutions U, of ( 17) such that (L?,, p,,) + (No, /J,) but 
(1% - uoll 2 6. so 
u, = K[(C, + 1)~; + (j?, + l)u,‘] + A,,, Vn 
and since the sequence of functions (6, + 1) U; + (bn + 1) u,’ is bounded 
and since K is compact then, without loss of generality, it can be assumed 
that u, + u in C[O, n] for some u E C[O, TT]. Evidently then v satisfies the 
equation 
u= K[(cQ,+ l)v- +(/IO+ l)o+] +!z,~. 
But this equation has the unique solution u,,, so u = u,,, a contradiction. 1 
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